Introduction
Let G be a compact Lie group and E a principal G−bundle on a complete oriented Riemannian manifold, M . Let A denote a connection on E and ∇ A the associated covariant derivative on the adjoint bundle, ad(E). The Yang-Mills energy of A is
where F A denotes the curvature of A. In four dimensions, F A decomposes into its self-dual and anti-self-dual components,
, where F ± A denotes the projection onto the ±1 eigenspace of the Hodge star operator. A connection is called self-dual (respectively anti-self-dual) if
A connection is called an instanton if it is either self-dual or anti-self-dual. An instanton is always a minimizer of the Yang-Mills energy on a compact oriented 4 manifold. This leads to the converse question: in four dimensions are local minima for the Yang-Mills energy necessarily instantons? The answer to this naive question has long been known to be no. (See [BLS] and [BL] ). Partial positive results for low rank G, however, were obtained by Bourguignon, Lawson, and Simons in [BLS] and [BL] , where they use a variational argument to show that if G = SU (2) or SU (3), and M is a compact oriented 4 dimensional homogeneous space, then the curvature, F A , is self-dual, anti-self-dual, or abelian. In this note, we settle this converse question in four dimensions for nonnegatively curved homogeneous manifolds and offer related weaker results for special geometries in higher dimensions.
Our main result is the following theorem. 
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 extends the variational argument of Bourguignon, Lawson, and Simons. Let A t be a smooth family of connections on E with A 0 = A. The assumption that A is a local minimum of the Yang-Mills energy implies the variational inequality
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The proof relies on choosing useful families of test connections with A t − A constructed from F A . In [BL] , the test connection A t = A + ti X F + A was used, where i X denotes interior multiplication by the vector field X, and X runs over a basis of Killing vector fields. Our results rely on recognizing this variation as only the first term in an infinite family of related variations.
In the absence of Killing vector fields, the search for natural constructions of test connections leads one to consider special geometries where there exist natural maps Φ :
In this case, we can consider variations with dA dt (0) = Φ(F A ) and seek additional results. Covariant constant 3-forms induce natural maps from 2-forms to 1-forms. Hence, one expects new results for G 2 manifolds, Calabi-Yau 3 folds, and oriented 3 dimensional manifolds. We treat the latter two in this note. We do not address the question of existence of minimizing connections in higher dimensions. Simons (see [BL] ) proved the nonexistence of nonflat Yang-Mills minimizing connections on S n , n > 4. This nonexistence result has subsequently been generalized in many directions; see, for example, [KOT] , [OP] , [P] , [Sh] , and [X] .
On a Kahler m−fold with Kahler form ω the curvature decomposes as
where Λ denotes the adjoint of exterior multiplication by ω, and F 1,1
A takes values in a commutative subbundle of ad(E).
The bulk of our results for 3 manifolds are presumably well known (see for example [JT, Chapter II, Corollary 2.3] for the case of R 3 ), but we include them here as they fall in the same family of techniques as the preceding results. Theorem 1.4. Let E be a principal G−bundle on a complete three dimensional manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature. Let A be a Yang-Mills minimizing connection on E. Then
Moreover, F A takes values in a flat commutative subbundle of ad(E), and F A = 0 unless M has local flat factors.
We remark that applying the preceding theorem to S 3 gives an analytic proof of the triviality of π 2 (G) for all compact Lie groups G.
We are interested in local minima of the Yang-Mills energy
Critical points of this energy satisfy the Yang-Mills equation
In addition, all connections satisfy the Bianchi identity
If A t is a smooth one parameter family of connections then
Here we note that our convention on exterior products of ad(E) valued forms is normalized by
As a notational convenience, we will often denote by e(w) exterior multiplication on the left by a form w (possibly with ad(E) coefficients). Its adjoint is denoted e * (w). Thus e(w)h := w ∧ h, and f, e(w)h = e * (w)f, h .
If A Minimizes the Yang-Mills energy, then of course it satisfies the inequality
for all smooth compactly supported ψ. Scaling ψ this leads to the second variation inequality
Remark 2.7. When considering noncompact manifolds, we may wish to consider variations where ψ is not compactly supported. Let η j be a sequence of functions with lim j→∞ η j = 1 pointwise and |dη j | uniformly bounded. If we assume merely that 8) such that ∇ A preserves this decomposition. Let P ± denote the projection onto these summands. We call such a decomposition conservative if there exists a, b ∈ R, not both zero, so that
The following elementary lemma clarifies the importance of conservative decompositions. 
and the refined variational inequalities: 12) and
The following elementary lemma shows how to begin to extract information about the curvature from the variational inequalities.
Lemma 2.14. Let ψ ∈ A 1 (M, ad(E)) satisfy
Proof. Consider the variation A t = A + tψ + t p w, for 1 < p < 2 and w ∈ A 1 (M, ad(E)) arbitrary. Then expanding (2.12) we have
Invoking (2.11) and our hypotheses on ψ, this reduces to
Replacing w by −w, we see that
for all w, and the lemma follows.
In the following sections we will consider 1−forms ψ constructed from F A that satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.14 and use them to uncover information about F A and A.
Dimension 4: (Anti-)Self-Duality and Homogeneous Spaces
In this section we assume that M is a 4 dimensional oriented Riemannian homogeneous space with nonnegative sectional curvature. Denote the group of isometries of M by K and its Lie algebra by k. Identify k with the Lie algebra of Killing vector fields on M . Fixing a base point o ∈ M and a metric on k induces a decomposition k = p ⊕ u, where u is the Lie algebra of the isotropy group of o and therefore also the kernel of the evaluation map k → T o M . Because K is the product of an abelian and a compact group, we may choose the metric on k to be invariant under the adjoint action of K and so that for every x the evaluation map k → T x M is an isometry when restricted to the orthogonal complement of its kernel.
. . , D, t ∈ R, be the associated one parameter families of isometries. We define a pullback map
by defining the action of φ * j,t on the ad(E) factor to be parallel transport along the curve t → φ j,t (x). Away from a fixed point of φ j,t , we may choose a local frame that is parallel on the integral curves of X j (j fixed) through all points in a neighborhood of x. In such a frame the connection form, which we also denote A, satisfies
where i j = i Xj denotes interior multiplication by X j . Given a local frame {s a } a for ad(E), we write an ad(E) valued p−form f as a f a ⊗ s a . Then we have
given by the decomposition into self-dual and anti-self-dual summands:
Thus the projections onto the summands are given by
where * denotes the Hodge star operator. Let p 1 (A, E) denote the first pontrjagin form of E determined by the connection A. Recall that F
2 is a multiple of M p 1 (A, E) and is therefore independent of A on compact manifolds. On noncompact manifolds it is constant under variations of A that decay suitably at ∞. Hence P ± define a conservative decomposition. Of course for this decomposition, because d *
Having lifted the action of φ * j,t to ad(E), we obtain an extension of the Lie derivative L j = L Xj to ad(E) valued forms. It satisfies the usual relation
and of course
The stability results in [BLS] and [BL] followed in large part by considering the variations of the connection A+ti j F + A . Our theorems in 4 dimensions rely on recognizing these variations as an approximation to the variations A+i j t 0 φ * j,s F + A (x)ds. Heuristically this variation may be thought of as an attempt to test whether the isometry invariance of the Yang-Mills energy extends to isometry invariance when only a self-dual component of the connection is shifted by the isometry.
Consider
This and additional manipulations give
Changing the order of integration in the last term and cancelling reduces the preceding to
For later application it is useful to Taylor expand Φ j . We have for all integers B,
With this notation, (2.12) becomes 5) or in a more useful form:
The right hand side of (3.6) is evidently O(t 4 ), implying the nonpositivity of the O(t 2 ) terms in the left hand side. The Taylor expansion (3.4) gives for each j
(3.8)
Switching the roles of P − and P + , we similarly deduce 
Proof. This is an elementary computation.
As proved in [BLS] , [BL] , we now obtain our first commutation result :
Proof. Summing (3.8), we obtain
Because the evaluation map k → T m M is an isometry on the orthogonal complement to its kernel, the pointwise inner product,
for a local orthonormal frame {e a } a . Applying (3.10), we see that
Hence each of our inequalities (3.8) is actually an equality.
(3.12)
Symmetrically we obtain
On the other hand, we have
Hence ψ = i j F + A satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.14, implying
Expanding this equality in components, using the duality relations, and allowing X j (m) to run over a basis of T m M , we obtain the claimed commutation result:
for all indices s, t, i, j.
Inductive hypothesis
In order to move beyond the commutation of the self-dual with the anti-self-dual components of the curvature to the construction of ∇ A stable subbundles k + and k − of ad(E) with selfdual (respectively anti-self-dual) curvature, we wish to prove [∇ Denote by A N the inductive hypothesis:
(3.14)
We have established A 1 in Proposition 3.11. We will show A N implies A N +1 . Assume A N holds, for some N ≥ 1. In the inductive hypothesis, powers of covariant derivatives can be replaced by powers of Lie derivatives, since they differ by lower order terms.
Observe that
Hence A N and equation (3.6) imply
. Then S(0) = 0, and
In order to use the variational inequality (3.16) we need to estimate S j (t). Taylor expanding S ′ j gives
Hence, using A N to eliminate lower order terms, (3.16) implies
. The inequality (−1) N S(X j , N ) ≤ 0 holds when X j is replaced by any Killing vector. We will show that the average of S(X j , N ) over the unit sphere of k is zero. Hence S(X j , N ) is zero for each j (and each choice of basis of k). To see this we consider S( k y k X k , N ) and integrate the resulting degree 2N + 2 homogeneous polynomial in y over the unit sphere. Integration of homogeneous degree 2N + 2 polynomials over the sphere projects onto the span of the radial function, (r 2 ) N +1 . Expanding in a multi-index notation where
That integration over the unit sphere projects onto radial functions implies that upon integration of S, we are left with a linear combination of coefficients,
, of S where the indices are contracted pairwise. We will see that all such contractions vanish. The condition A N allows us to replace the Lie derivatives by covariant derivatives, as the difference vanishes in the inner product. We can also drop commutators of derivatives by A N , as all such commutations drop the degree of the differentiation and thus lead to terms which vanish by A N . We can then use the Yang-Mills equation and A N to equate to zero all
A terms. We also invoke Lemma 3.10 to remove terms with paired indices m = p on the interior products. Thus m and p must both pair with elements of I, for if p pairs with an L jr , we can use the Leibniz formula, A N and the Yang-Mills equation to eliminate the corresponding term. This leaves two L j terms which must pair with each other, but since
A (modulo terms vanishing in the inner product by A N ), we find the average vanishes. Hence
as claimed. Now we apply a variant of Lemma 2.14 to obtain a commutation result.
Proof. Once again we let ψ be a smooth compactly supported ad(E) valued 1−form. Then
Lemma 3.19 implies S j (t) = O(t 2N +3 ). Hence Taylor expanding again, we get
Replacing ψ with −ψ makes the inequality an equality, and we conclude
We now require an algebraic proposition. The proof of this proposition is the goal of the next section.
An Algebraic Reduction
In this subsection, we will prove Proposition 3.21.
Proof. The Lie derivative L j differs from the covariant derivative ∇ j by zero order terms which commute with ad(E). Hence we have
Fix a point x and a basis for the infinitesimal isometries so that X j (x) = e j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 is an orthonormal basis of T x M . Then expanding (3.22) in this frame, yields for all k and t,
In fact, replacing e k by u 1 e 1 + · · · u 4 e 4 , we have
and let p ik,a := ∂ ∂u a p ik . Then we may expand (3.24) as
In addition to these equations, we have the Yang-Mills equations and the Bianchi identities. These are best encoded as relations between the derivatives of the p ij as follows.
]. This reduces to 9 equations. p 3k,2 = p 2k,3 + p 4k,1 .
We may also use A N to shift the derivative to the F − A term, yielding the following relations among the derivatives.
. This yields 9 additional equations. We get still more equations from considering d * A F ± A . Most but not all of these are dependent on the preceding relations.
Differentiating (3.25) -(3.28) in u j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 gives 16 equations. Substituting the above relations into these equations and using the homogeneity relation
allows us to show p ik = 0, all i, k. We conclude: for all i, k,
Hence for all i, k, s, t
Hence A N +1 holds.
This completes our proof of Proposition 3.21.
Splitting
Define subsheaves of the sheaf of sections of ad(E) by setting k
to be the subspace generated by the components of ∇ a F + (x), (respectively ∇ a F − (x)) as a runs through all nonnegative integers. By definition, the subsheaves K ± of sections of ad(E) which take values in k ± are preserved by the connection. This gives a reduction of the adjoint bundle.
Again we let A also denote the local connection form. Then choosing a gauge with d * A A = 0 (see, for example, [U1] or [W] for the existence of such gauges) the Yang-Mills equations become a nonlinear elliptic system for A. The homogeneous manifolds we are considering are all real analytic, and this system has analytic coefficients. Hence A and F A are real analytic in this gauge (See [M] . See also [JT, Chapter V, Theorem 1.1 
] ).
Fix a point o in M , and let 
vanishes to infinite order at o. By analyticity, this implies X 1 ∧· · ·∧X d ∧X d+1 is identically zero in a neighborhood of o, contradicting our assumption. Thus we see that k + and k − define subbundles of ad(E). This gives the following theorem. 
Proof. The connection ∇ A preserves k ± by construction. Hence the curvature of each subbundle is simply the restriction of F A to the subbundle. As F ± A acts trivially on k ∓ , the curvature operator on k ± is F ± A yielding the asserted self-duality and anti-self-duality. 
Dimension 3
We now consider applications of the variational inequality to three dimensions. Proof. The variational inequality gives
On the other hand combining the Yang-Mills equation and the Bochner formula, we have
Here R denotes the Riemann curvature. Thus if the Ricci curvature of Y is nonnegative, we conclude from this Bochner formula and inequality (4.2) that 0 = F A , ( * F A ) ∧ ( * F A ) , and
If the Ricci curvature is strictly positive at some point, then F A = 0. Equation (4.3) implies that the subbundle H of ad(E) generated by the components of F A is stable under ∇ A . Applying Lemma 2.14 with P − = 1 and ψ = * F A , we deduce
for all i, j, s, t. Hence H is a commutative flat subbundle of ad(E). Now ∇ A F A = 0 implies the Riemannian curvature acts trivially on the subbundle of T * M determined by F A . Thus M has local flat factors unless F A = 0.
Up to diffeomorphism, the only simply connected three manifold with strictly positive Ricci curvature is S 3 (see [H] ). Uhlenbeck's compactness theorem ([U1] ) implies that every G−bundle on a compact 3 manifold has a Yang-Mills minimizing G−connection. Theorem 4.1 then implies the minimizing connection is flat on S 3 and its smooth finite quotients. On S 3 it is therefore trivial as a G−bundle. As G-bundles on S 3 are classified by π 2 (G), this gives an analytic proof of the well known fact that π 2 (G) = 0 for all compact connected Lie groups. (See [Bo, Section 18] ). We similarly deduce that all G−bundles on T 3 admit G−connections with covariant constant curvature. The last term is independent of A. Hence, if we define P − to be the projection onto the (0, 2) + (2, 0) + ω summands, then we see that it defines a conservative decomposition. We therefore have the consequent additional variational inequalities.
Consider the variation A + t(ψ +ψ) to get 0 ≤ 2Re F A thus generate an abelian subalgebra a of ad(E) ⊗ C. We summarize the computations in this section with a theorem. A takes values in a commutative subbundle of ad(E) ⊗ C.
